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CASE STUDY
Selfridges Destination Christmas Launch Event

Creating Selfridges Destination Christmas

Key Information
The Client
Selfridges

Venue
Selfridges Oxford Street

Production Partners
setWorks - Production Management
Two Foxes - Staging

Project Timeline
Pre-Rigging: 1 week
Installation: 14 hours on the day

Brief
Deliver lighing design and production for
music showcase and Oxford St Christmas
light switch on

Essential Requirements
Festive, playful, spectacular

In 2013, Selfridges Oxford Street invited the public
to join in a spectacular Christmas celebration
event which included high profile performances, a
‘Destination Christmas’ countdown, and the switch on
of Oxford Street’s annual Christmas light decorations.
The event brought in a crowd of thousands, with
performances by popular artists Jessie J, Conor
Maynard, and James Arthur.
Selfridges trusted entertainment lighting specialist
White Light to provide lighting equipment, design,
and support for the evening. Creative production
company setWorks oversaw the production of the
project, which involved transforming Selfridges’
prominent Oxford St façade into a full scale live
performance space including trussing and staging for
the Destination Christmas performers.
London-based artist Chris Bracey created a custom
‘Destination Christmas’ neon sign for the event. With
this as inspiration, the team worked to incorporate the
artwork’s pop of colour and brightness into the design
for the staging area and the building’s architecture.
They wanted to create an immersive light show to
impact viewers along the entire street, not just those
with a view of the stage. To do that, White Light
Project Manager Richard Stirzaker combined the
existing architectural lighting system with a versatilve
temporary lighting rig - adding vibrant and colourful
layers for something truly unique.

Immersive Light Show for Crowd of Thousands

Cafe

Great Hall

Challenge

Solution

The immersive light show required combining
several lighting elements as well as working with
an outdoor public site that had limited traffic free
access time. With a tight 20 minute pre-show
window, off-site preparation was essential. Event
lighting was pre-rigged at White Light’s facilities
in Wimbledon and then synchronised with the
existing system on-site. A week before the launch,
the team also set up a complete night-time dress
rehearsal miles away to get the look just right.

The lighting crew worked overnight shifts to install,
program, and test the lighting on-site, putting in
more than 200 working hours on the project
in total. 7.2 tonnes of lighting equipment was
provided for the event including more than 100
additional lighting fixtures. JB Lighting A7 Zoom
LED Washes, Clay Paky Sharpy fixtures, Martin
Professional Mac III Profiles, and Fusion LED
Battens were combined with the 306 LED fixtures
in the Selfridges existing lighting system.

Reaction
“It never ceases to amaze me how well the White
Light team responds in any situation. Richard and
the team worked across several programming
systems and with a very difficult stage dimension
and viewing angle to consider, and it turned out
beautifully! When it comes to being on site: the
flawless Project Management, skill, and dedication
of the team make the most challenging projects
possible.”
Maria Katehis
Dumbledore’s Office
Director, setWorks
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